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As a scientist I. A. Blaha sought for a maximum of objectivity in sociology, 
for true knowledge ruled by the laws of logic solely. Blaha realized the difficulty 
of this effort. "Only the abstract ideal of truth is absolute. Al l its concrete reali
zation, i. e. our approaching to this ideal is relative."1 This statement of Blaha 
contains an element of relativism as well as of optimistic belief in the possibility 
of man's approaching to absolute truth. If dialectically conceived, the connection 
of ihese elements certainly is the most productive starting-point for any scientific 
work. 

I. A. Blaha, however, was no neutral passive observer of social reality. He 
(and the whole Brno School of Sociology under his guidance) distinguished 
himself by his active attitude towards the society in which he lived. Accordingly, 
social reality is not but an object of knowledge to Blaha, but also one of eva
luation as to a social and moral ideal. Not only the positivism of E . Durkheim 
but also the activistic philosophy of T . G . Masaryk are Blaha's constant sources 
of inspiration. Besides the personal interest by which the young Blaha had been 
once induced to become a student of theology, it was obviously Masaryk's 
influence which in later years led him to the study of moral phenomena. And 
in connexion with questions of morality, in his work on the philosophy of mo
rality 2 he also deals with the problem of evaluation. 

Relating the problem of evaluation to that of ethics, Blaha did not intend to 
exclude other forms of spiritual culture from the application of his theory of 
evaluation. He only took ethical evaluation to be the centre, the core around 
which all other values are concentrated. Ethical evaluation penetrates the other 
values, therefore "all of them can be appreciated and judged from this central 
(i. e. ethical — St) point of view. . ." . 3 

Blahoslav Zbofil, Blaha's admirer at the Brno faculty of philosophy, called 
Bl&ha's conception of evaluation positivistic and realistic and followed its roots 
through Masaryk and Mil l up to Comte and Hume; referring to younger contem
poraries, he mentioned the influence of C. Bougie1.4 Bldha himself refers in a 

1 1 . A. B l a h a : Filosofie mravnoati, Brno 1922, p. 7. 
2 Op. cit. 
3 Ibid., p, 33. 
4 B. Z b o f i l : Pozndni, hodnocenl a tvofeni norem, Ostrava 1947, pp. 93—94. 
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positive sense to several further authors; to Lotze, Ridert, Windelband, Durk-
heim, Hoffding, Miinsterberg, KrejCi and others. Although he appreciates the 
contributions of representatives of various schools, his preference of positivism 
and realism (in masarykist interpretation) is evident. 

In Blaha's conception, the difference between knowledge and evaluation has 
a psychological foundation above all. Knowledge is a matter of reason, whereas 
evaluation is a matter of feeling and will. "As far as the world with its pheno
mena forms the object of our rational interest, it represents a fact to us; as far 
as it satisfies some of our interests, as far as we let it pass through our feeling, 
relate it to our will, it becomes a value, eventually a purpose to us. In the former 
case we speak of knowledge, in the latter o F estimation, evaluation, eventually 
of setting aims. 5 

Let us put forward two remarks to this conception: Firstly, Blaha obviously 
uses here the psychological category of interest, not the sociological one. To him 
interest means a dynamic psychical directedness of a subject. In this respect 
"rational" interest cannot be different from "our" interest. Rational interest is 
the interest of our reason, consequently it is our interest too. The difference is 
that in the case of the so called rational interest we deal with a psychical dynamic 
which aims at acquiring some objective notions about reality, at the satisfaction 
of some investigative curiosity, whereas in the case of "our interest" this psychic 
dynamic aims at the satisfaction of some subjective {practical or biotic in Blaha's 
terms) needs. Certainly, knowledge also may be a need — though one of a 
special type. The psychological criterion from which Blaha starts in the be
ginning and which can also be found with Hume (from where Blaha, according 
lo Zbofil, took it over), Pascal, Lotze and Brentano is therefore not absolutely 
reliable. 

Secondly, if on the one hand feeling and will can be stated to take part in 
processes of knowledge (and this after all is involved in Blaha's formulation, 
in his relating knowledge to interest) on the other hand reason can be said to 
take part in evaluation too. Referring to Bougie, Blaha corrects explicitly his 
psychological starting-point for that very reason. What operates in the process 
of evaluation is also "rational estimate as can be seen from the expression 'value 
judgement'. Values have their worth independently of our moods, impressions, 
likings and their force is increased by the rational calculation of pleasures they 
have been giving us in the past, present and future. Consequently, Simmel is 
not right when saying that value is merely a matter of feeling or will and that 
it escapes all scientific verification".6 Then what validity has Blaha's psycholo
gical distinction between knowledge and evaluation? 

Besides, a similar question can be asked with respect to the distinction between 
the individual biopsychical or social essence of values and evaluation. In the 
spirit of positivism, Blaha starts his research from the biopsychical qualities of 
the human individual. "Our biopsychical interest forms the basis of our eva
luation of reality."7 On the other hand, he stresses the significance of the social 
factor for evaluation and creation of ideals: "The more is value a value for me 
the more other people endeavour after i t . . . A n ideal is an ideal to me not only 

5 I. A. B U h a, ibid., p. 23. 
8 Ibid., p. 30 
7 Ibid., p. 25 
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because it is my ideal but because it is the ideal of all, because we all have 
created it," because — as Durkheim said — it is "an emanation of collective life".8 

A nearer approach to Blaha's conception of values and evaluation shows 
indeed that these contradictions between the emotional and rational as well as 
those between the individual and the social need not be understood to be 
symptoms of an inward inconsistency of Blaha's theoretical system. Blaha tries 
to solve these contradictions by means of an evolutionary approach to the 
problem. Only in its earliest origins, evalutation is purely subjective and hedo
nistic, being determined by immediate biotic needs. The growth of social man 
is simultaneously a learning process by which, on the basis of experience, man 
gradually finds out "that not everything that is agreeable is beneficial to the 
defence of his vitality at the same time".9 On the basis of this conviction man 
sacrifices "relative agreeability to absolute usefulness". The process of cognizing 
"absolute usefulness" (in fact of acquiring knowledge of the more remote 
objective interests of man — St.) consequently implies not only the task of 
"overcoming oneself for oneself's sake", but also of "overcoming oneself for 
the sake of the whole". 1 0 In other terms: the individual learns to subordinate 
its narrow personal interests under the collective ones. Consequently, the social 
side of evaluation is historically secondary. Thus, man appears primarily as 
a biopsychical unit. His sociability is a result of his development. It cannot be 
clearly deduced from Blaha's words, whether or not he considered as a sort of 
evaluation even the elementary biopsychic tendency of an organism to select 
what is useful to its life from its surrounding. Such a conception would deprive 
evaluation of its specific human quality, because this tendency is characteristic 
for all living organisms. This vagueness which gives an opportunity to adjudge 
reductionist tendencies to Blaha certainly is due to Blaha's partial liability to 
organistic positivism. 

In a similar way Blaha links the psychological side of evaluation to historical 
evolution. Evaluation is exclusively a function of psychic interest, of feeling 
and not of reason, on the lower stages of human individual or generic develop
ment. Blaha uses here the ideas of the unconscious and subconscious. "Man has 
values quite unconsciously and earlier than he is aware of them." 1 1 The function 
of reason with the creation of values is mentioned by Blaha as late as in 
connexion with the question, how the originally purely individualistic and sub
jective way of evaluation changes into a collective one. 1 2 

Conceived as a means of theoretic or ideologic thinking, reason certainly 
emerges in the development of the human genus later than the affective sides 
of mind. But Blaha seems to ignore, or underestimate, the empirical reason of 
everyday life which, together with sensual perception, is proper to the human 
mind in the same way as its emotions — even on its primitive stages of evo
lution. The ability of acquiring knowledge of some kind as well as that of ex
periencing feelings is proper to the human mind on all its stages. The object of 

8 Ibid., pp. 30-31. 
9 Ibid., p. 26. 

1 0 Ibid. 
" Ibid., p. 23 
a . . reason cooperates at the birth of values, especially indeed at the birth of collective 

values" (ibid., p. 31). 
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our feeling is not the outer object, but its reflexion in our mind, a reflexion 
in the creation of which our reason takes part as well as our senses. Sensualness 
may prevail on the early stages, but as soon as it is a sensual reflexion in the 
head of man, reason participates in it. The same applies to evaluation. Even 
the most elementary human evaluation implies a value judgement. Absolute 
unconsciousness and evaluation exclude each other. Blaha's stress on the 
emotional side of evaluation appears to be exaggerated, even if his evolutionary 
approach is accepted. The transition from a purely affective mind to a reasonable 
one would be impossible. Blaha underestimates the complexness of the lower 
(or lowest) link of evolution so that between this link and the higher one a hardly 
surmountable discontinuity occurs. 

Apart from this one-sidedness, the evolutionism applied by Blaha to the 
problem of evaluation reminds — in some respect — of the marxist dialectic 
or historical approach. The evolution of values and evaluation appears to him 
as a unity of continuity and discontinuity (discontinuity being overstressed in 
certain cases). Every higher stage is related by origin with the lower one and 
gets into contradictions to it; a struggle between lower and higher values is the 
result. The discontinuity in this process does not go so far as to liquidate what 
is lower. On the lowest stage of the evolution of value standards, Blaha sees the 
standard of agreeableness, on the second that of usefulness, on the next outer 
social authority and on the highest spiritual authority and inward joy. With 
the first and second stage "the scale of organic and economic values the sa
tisfaction of needs in the material way) is connected, with the third the norms 
of law, with the fourth intelectual, aesthetic, ethical and religious norms". 1 3 Since 
man lives neither exclusively an organic life nor an economic or a spiritual one, 
he cannot have one single criterion of evaluation only. Nevertheless, Blaha con
siders ethical evaluation as central and subordinate0 all other values to those 
of ethics. 

But what is the criterion of ethical evaluation? Blaha sees the specificity 
of ethical evaluation in the fact, that no outer material: vital, administrative 
regards predominate in it, as it is the case on the lower stages. What prevails is 
"the joy of the inward permanent creativeness of the spiritual p a r t . . . of 
vitality . . . By ethical evaluation evaluation has got intrinsic, spiritual . . . In ethical 
evaluation the rule holds: goodness for the sake of goodness, virtue for the sake 
of virtue". 1 4 

This wording can be understood in different ways: it either means, that man 
experiences ethical evaluation differently from the other types of evaluation, viz. 
through an inward emotional satisfaction which emanates from moral activity 
as such. Another possible interpretation is that the inward moral satisfaction is 
supposed to be the criterion for goodness and virtue. Blaha's formulation may 
mean the one or the other or both. 

With regard to the introspective method which Blaha admits in social science, 
especially in ethics, and which he apparently uses in this place, one may accept 
the first of the above interpretations in any case: ethical evaluation is one that 
gives inward satisfaction. But does that also mean that there are no outer criteria 
of morality? Blaha decidedly refutes being suspected of extreme subjectivism, of 

1 3 Ibid. 
1 4 Ibid. 
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mistaking the motive of moral action for its criterion. 1 5 Though he holds to the 
view that "morality cannot be comprehended fully in the rational, objective 
way" 1 6 he feels the necessity of finding also the objective side of the criterion 
of morality. Referring to J . St. Mil l , he starts from the principle of the gradation 
of life by serving a higher spiritual order; but simultaneously he slates that this 
criterion is not purely objective, as gradation of life means action and action 
(especially moral action) is closely connected with spirituality. On the other 
hand, he says, spirituality is not purely subjective, it is the revival of the 
objective superindividual spiritual order in the subject. Morality can be under
stood neither from a purely objectivistic nor from a purely subjectivistic point 
of view. A moral action is one "that grows out of our conscience, intensifies our 
life and the lives of other beings and ranges itself in an organic way into the 
objective order which we conceive as superindividual". 1 7 B y objective order 
Blaha means the social order in a very abstract and general sense. Its essence 
is supposed to be spiritual and — according to Filosofie mravnosti and other 
ethical writings of Blaha — it is a manifestation of cosmic laws. 

As Karel Hlavon points out, here Blaha leaves the field of science and passes 
over to philosophy and ethical utopism. 1 8 In his last synthetic work on socio
logy, 1 9 Blaha returns once more to the problem of ethics trying, however, to 
avoid philosophy and to use sociologic methods only. Nevertheless, he again 
introduces the idea of spiritual order; though he does not mention any depen
dence of it on cosmic laws here he associated it with such principles as truth, 
love and justice which he supposes to form the foundation of spiritual order. 2 0 

Thus, neither here is the category of order explained sociologically, the contents 
of the ideas of "truth", "love" and "justice" depending on their philosophical 
interpretation. 

It can be concluded that, trying to unite the objectivistic and the subjectivistic 
point of view, Blaha in fact starts from an extremely abstract and philosophical 
idea of spiritual order which he supposes to govern society and to project itself 
into the individual conscience. Such a formal criterion can be filled up with 
very diverse contents. It is in no necessary relation to the concrete social struc
tures. The promising tendency towards a historical approach has thus been 
abolished. The spiritualisation of man is simultaneously a break of continuity 
with the preceding material stages of development. If primordial man was under
estimated as to his abilities of knowledge, ethical man is "overestimated" as to 
his spirituality. It is true, Blaha can see social man from the material side too, 
but the highest stage of evaluation, moral evaluation is by its content independent 
of these sides. 

The attention paid in Sociologie to the economic order — as one of many 
component parts of culture which influence morality — changes but little in the 
general conception. The significance of economy for morality is only conceived 
as a condition which materially enables (or not) people to live up to moral 

1 5 Cf. ibid., p. 66. 
M Ibid. 
« Ibid., p. 71. 
1 8 K. H 1 a v o fi: "Etika I. A. Blahy", Sociologies iasopis, 1968, p. 354 ff. 
1 9 I. A . B l a h a : Sociologie, Academia, Praha 1968, p. 264 ff. 
2 0 Ibid. 
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standards. The standards themselves, however, are not considered as to depend 
on the economic order in any way. 2 1 Blaha's internalisation and spiritualisation 
of ethical evaluation then means not only a shift of the motivation but also the 
loss of any reliable objective criterion of evaluation. 

The spiritual order of society and reality, occording to Blaha, is by its very 
essence one of harmony. The insertion of any class or other group standpoints 
into the process of evaluation opposes this order and is therefore incorrect, un-
objective and immoral. Blaha explicitly refutes the idea of class morality ascrib
ing it to authoritarian and dogmatic socialism only. He acceps "socialist solidari-
tarian morality" (which advocates the cooperation of classes) considering it to be 
a principle of liberal and critical socialism. 2 2 According to this, all-embracing 
love is the focus of morality and moral evaluation in the conception of Blaha. 
"Not every kind of love is moral," he says, "we all love in our family, estate, 
church, community, political party, nation. But if such a love of ours is to be 
really m o r a l . . . it must rid itself of the family egoism, class egoism, national 
egoism, it must be de-estated, de-policied, de-classed,... by rational thinking 
it must be brought to the level of a general human type." 2 3 

There is certainly no doubt about the humane motives which lead the author 
to formulate these words, but they can be essentially true and effective as 
desired only in a society whose structure — especially the material structure — is 
harmonious. If this is not the case, if the social order is antagonistic, they become 
part of the false consciousness of this society. Blaha's error was that he pre
supposed an essential harmony in a society where it did not exist. 2 4 In his 
last work Blaha is aware of the powerlessness of moral norms if people live in 
misery, if they are deprived of the joys of life, work and cullure. In this con
nexion, he highly appreciates the ethical significance of socialism. 2 5 He never 
understood, however, that a socialist change of the social structure could not be 
realised by people who would be bound to subordinate their respective social 
and political activities to the principles of this powerless morality. 

2 1 Ibid., p. 278 ff. 
2 3 Ibid., 280. 
2 3 I. A. B l a h a : Filosofie mravnosti, p. 77. Cf. also: A. I. B l a h a : Sociologie, p. 278. 
V l Reviewing Blaha's work on the sociology of the intelligentsia^ J.L.Fischer has criticized 

Blaha for not distinguishing sufficiently between the ideal criterion of social formations and 
the forms of their real existence, for mistaking the ideal for reality. (Cf. J . L . F i s c h e r : 
"I. A. Blaha, Sociologie inteligence", Sociologickd revue 1937, pp. 336—337.) In our opinion, 
Blaha's error lies deeper, viz. in the underestimation of the objective determining significance 
of the economic structure in society and, consequently, in a wrong estimation not only of 
the actual state of society but also of the states into which it could possibly change and 
of the means by which these changes could be accomplished. The criterion itself is wrong. 
Blaha considered the economic factors to be normally subordinated to culture and morality. 
(In this respect, Fischer's conception did not differ from Blaha's.) He was not aware that 
what he called an "hypertrophic functioning of the economic and political order" was the 
normal, necessary state of things. 

2 5 I. A. B l a h a , Sociologie, pp. 279-280. 
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P O Z N A M K Y K P O J E T l H O D N O C E N I U I. A. B L A H Y 

Problematikou hodnoceni se zabyva I. A. Blaha pfedevsim ve Filosofii mravnosti z r. 1922 
a v polemice s J . L . Fischerem o Blahov£ Sociologii inteligence v r. 1937. 

Pfi feseni zakladnich otazek pouziva Blaha vyvojoveho pfistupu: u prvobytneho clovSka 
je hodnoceni veci citu, nikoli rozumu, veci individualnich biotickych potfeb, nikoli spoleinosti. 
Teprve na vySSich vyvojovych fazich se stava hodnoceni take z&lezitosti racionalni a socialni. 
Blahovo vyvojove hledisko obsahuje dulezit6 dialekticke prvky: vyvoj hodnot a hodnoceni je 
jednoLou kontinuity a diskontinuity; kazdy vyssi stupen hodnot a hodnoceni je (v hegelovsko-
niarxovske lenninologii) dialektickou negaci stupne nizsiho. Vyvoj mefitek hodnoceni postupuje 
od pfijemnosti pfes prospech (hodnoty organicke a hospodafsk£) k vnejSi autorite spolecenske 
(hodnoty pravni), a konecne k vnitfni dusevni radosti (normy intelektualui, eticke, esteticke 
a nabozenske). DneSni vsestrannS zijici £lovek ma proto mnoho mefitek hodnoceni, avSak 
tato hodnoceni maji podobu hierarchie, na jejimz vrcholu je hodnoceni eticke, klere je nad-
iazeno vesker&mu hodnoceni. Morahii hodnoceni chape Blaha jako cistg duchovni zalezitost. 
jako projev nadindividualniho duchovniho fadu pravdy, lasky a spravedlnosti. 

Blahovo vyvojove hledisko na dvou mis tech pfecenuje moment diskontinuity: za prve lam. 
kde charakterizuje prvobytneho cloveka, jenz se jevi jen jako bytost afektivni, hodnotici bez 
ucasti rozumu; za druh6 tarn, kde charakterizuje cloveka vyvojovfS nejvySsiho, jemuz pfipisuje 
ryze duchovni kriteria mravniho hodnoceni. V prvnim pfipadfi (kde se projevuje Blahova 
poplatnost organicismu) je tezko vysvetlitelny pfechod od clovgka afeklivniho k Sloveku 
racionalnimu s jeho hodnollcimi soudy; v druhem se poruSiuje navaznosl zduchovncleho, 
etickeho ilovfika na cloveka materialne podmineneho. Zduchovnenim se ztraci podslatnS 
souvislost mezi etickym typem hodnoceni a pfedchozimi materialnimi vyvojovymi slupni 
hodnoceni. 

Tim, ze elickc hodnoceni v Blahove pojeti je zavisle jedinfi na subjeklivnim prozilku 
moralniho uspokojeni a na spekulativnS pfedpokladanem duchovnim fadu, odtrzenem, fakticky 
od socialni reality, nema skuteenfi spolehliveho objektivnlho kriteria. 

"Nadindividualni duchovni fad" je fadem harmonie; proto jsou normy jednani z nfij vy-
vozovane principialne' nevhodne a bezmocne pro feseni konfbktu plynoucich ze zakonitfi 
disharmonickych spolecenskych struktur. 
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